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Abstract

Past work of generating referring expres-
sions mainly utilized attributes of objects
and binary relations between objects in or-
der to distinguish the target object from
others. However, such an approach does
not work well when there is no distinc-
tive attribute among objects. To over-
come this limitation, this paper proposes
a novel generation method utilizing per-
ceptual groups of objects and n-ary re-
lations among them. The evaluation us-
ing 18 subjects showed that the proposed
method could effectively generate proper
referring expressions.

1 Introduction

In the last two decades, many researchers have
studied the generation of referring expressions to
enable computers to communicate with humans
about objects in the world.
In order to refer to an intended object (the tar-

get) among others (distractors), most past work
(Appelt, 1985; Dale and Haddock, 1991; Dale,
1992; Dale and Reiter, 1995; Heeman and Hirst,
1995; Horacek, 1997; Krahmer and Theune, 2002;
van Deemter, 2002; Krahmer et al., 2003) utilized
attributes of the target and binary relations be-
tween the target and distractors. Therefore, these
methods cannot generate proper referring expres-
sions in situations where there is no significant
surface difference between the target and distrac-
tors, and no binary relation is useful to distinguish
the target. Here, a proper referring expression
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means a concise and natural linguistic expression
enabling hearers to identify the target.
For example, consider indicating object b to per-

son P in the situation of Figure 1. Note that la-
bels a, b and c are assigned for explanation to the
readers, and person P does not share these labels
with the speaker. Because object b is not distin-
guishable from objects a or c by means of their
appearance, one would try to use a binary relation
between object b and the table, i.e., “a ball to the
right of the table”. However, “to the right of” is
not a discriminatory relation, for objects a and c
are also located to the right of the table. Using a
and c as a reference object instead of the table does
not make sense, since a and c cannot be uniquely
identified because of the same reason that b cannot
be identified. Such situations have drawn less at-
tention (Stone, 2000), but can frequently occur in
some domains such as object arrangement (Tanaka
et al., 2004).

P

a

b

c

Table

Figure 1: An example of problematic situations

In the situation of Figure 1, the speaker can indi-
cate object b to person P with a simple expression
“the front ball”. In order to generate such an ex-
pression, one must be able to recognize the salient
perceptual group of the objects and use the n-ary
relative relations in the group.
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To overcome the problem described above, Fu-
nakoshi et al. (2004) proposed a method of gen-
erating Japanese referring expressions that utilizes
n-ary relations among members of a group. They,
however, dealt with the limited situations where
only homogeneous objects are randomly arranged
(see Figure 2). Thus, their method could han-
dle only spatial n-ary relation, and could not han-
dle attributes and binary relations between objects
which have been the main concern of the past re-
search.
In this paper, we extend the generation method

proposed by (Funakoshi et al., 2004) so as to han-
dle object attributes and binary relations between
objects as well. In what follows, Section 2 shows
an extension of the SOG representation that was
proposed in (Funakoshi et al., 2004). Our new
method will be described in Section 3 and eval-
uated in Section 4. Finally we conclude the paper
in Section 5.

2 SOG representation

Funakoshi et al. (2004) proposed an intermedi-
ate representation between a referring expression
and the situation that is referred to by the expres-
sion. The intermediate representation represents
a course of narrowing down to the target as a se-
quence of groups from the group of all objects to
the singleton group of the target object. Thus it is
called SOG (Sequence Of Groups).
The following example shows an expression de-

scribing the target x in Figure 2 with the cor-
responding SOG representation below it. Since
Japanese is a head-final language, the order of
groups in the SOG representation can be retained
in the linguistic expression.

hidari oku ni aru(1) mittu no tama no uti no(2)

itiban migi no tama(3)
(the rightmost ball(3) among the three balls(2)
at the back left(1))

SOG:[{a, b, c, d, e, f, x}, {a, b, x}, {x}],
where {a, b, c, d, e, f, x} denotes all objects in
the situation, {a, b, x} denotes the three objects
at the back left, and {x} denotes the target.

2.1 Extended SOG

As mentioned above, (Funakoshi et al., 2004) sup-
posed the limited situations where only homoge-
neous objects are randomly arranged, and consid-
ered only spatial subsumption relations between
consecutive groups. Therefore, relations between

P

a

b

e
f

c d

x

Figure 2: An example from (Funakoshi et al.,
2004)

groups are not explicitly denoted in the original
SOGs as shown below.

SOG: [G0, G1, . . . , Gn]
Gi: a group

In this paper, however, other types of relations
between groups are also considered. We propose
an extended SOG representation where types of
relations are explicitly denoted as shown below. In
the rest of this paper, we will refer to this extended
SOG representation by simply saying “SOG”.

SOG: [G0R0G1R1 . . . GiRi . . . Gn]
Gi: a group
Ri: a relation between Gi and Gi+1

2.2 Relations between groups

Ri, a relation between groups Gi and Gi+1, de-
notes a shift of attention from Gi to Gi+1 with
a certain focused feature. The feature can be an
attribute of objects or a relation between objects.
There are two types of relations between groups:
intra-group relation and inter-group relation.

Intra-group relation WhenRi is an intra-group
relation, Gi subsumes Gi+1, that is, Gi ⊃ Gi+1.
Intra-group relations are further classified into the
following subcategories according to the feature
used to narrow down Gi toGi+1. We denote these
subcategories with the following symbols.
space−→ : spatial subsumption
type−→ : the object type
shape−→ : the shape of objects
color−→ : the color of objects
size−→ : the size of objects

With respect to this classification, (Funakoshi et
al., 2004) dealt with only the

space−→ relation.
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Inter-group relation When Ri is an inter-group
relation, Gi and Gi+1 are mutually exclusive, that
is, Gi ∩ Gi+1 = φ. An inter-group relation is a
spatial relation and denoted by symbol⇒.

Example Ri can be one of
space−→ ,

type−→, shape−→ ,
color−→, size−→ and ⇒. We show a referring expres-
sion indicating object b1 and the corresponding
SOG in the situation of Figure 3. In the SOG,
{all} denotes the total set of objects in the situ-
ation. The indexed underlines denote correspon-
dence between SOG and linguistic expressions.
As shown in the figure, we allow objects being on
the other objects.

marui(1) futatu no tukue no uti no(2)

hidari no(3) tukue no(4) ue no(5) tama(6)
(the ball(6) on(5) the left(3) table(4)
among the two(2) round(1) tables(2))

SOG: [{all} type−→ {t1, t2, t3} shape−→ (1)

{t1, t2}(2) space−→ (3) {t1}(4) ⇒(5) {b1}(6)]

b2

b1

b5

t3

t2
p1

t1

b3
b4

blue

black

red

Figure 3: An example situation

3 Generation

Our generation algorithm proposed in this section
consists of four steps: perceptual grouping, SOG
generation, surface realization and scoring. In the
rest of this section, we describe these four steps by
using Figure 3 as an example.

3.1 Step 1: Perceptual grouping

Our algorithm starts with identifying groups of
objects that are naturally recognized by humans.
We adopt Thórisson’s perceptual grouping algo-
rithm (Thórisson, 1994) for this purpose. Per-
ceptual grouping is performed with objects in the
situation with respect to each of the following

features: type, shape, color, size, and proxim-
ity. Three special features, total, singleton, and
closure are respectively used to recognize the to-
tal set of objects, groups containing each single
object, and objects bounded in perceptually sig-
nificant regions (table tops in the domain of this
paper). These three features are handled not by
Thòrisson’s algorithm but by individual proce-
dures.
Type is the most dominant feature because hu-

mans rarely recognize objects of different types as
a group. Thus, first we group objects with respect
to types, and then group objects of the same type
with respect to other features (except for total).
Although we adopt Thórisson’s grouping algo-

rithm, we use different grouping strategies from
the original. Thórisson (1994) lists the following
three combinations of features as possible strate-
gies of perceptual grouping.

• shape and proximity
• color and proximity
• size and proximity

However, these strategies are inappropriate to gen-
erate referring expressions. For example, because
two blue balls b1 and b2 in Figure 3 are too
much distant from each other, Thórisson’s algo-
rithm cannot recognize the group consisting of b1
and b2 with the original strategies. However, the
expression like “the left blue ball” can naturally
refer to b1. When using such an expression, we
assume an implicit group consisting of b1 and b2.
Hence, we do not combine features but use them
separately.
The results of perceptual grouping of the situa-

tion in Figure 3 are shown below. Relation labels
are assigned to recognized groups with respect to
features used in perceptual grouping. We define
six labels: all, type, shape, color, size, and
space. Features singleton, proximity and closure
share the same label space. A group may have
several labels.

feature label recognized groups
total all {t1, t2, t3, p1, b1, b2, b3, b4, b5}
singleton space {t1}, {t2}, {t3}, {p1}, {b1}, {b2},

{b3}, {b4}, {b5}
type type {t1, t2, t3}, {p1}, {b1, b2, b3, b4, b5}
shape shape {t1, t2}, {t3}
color color {b1, b2}, {b3}, {b4, b5}
size size {b1, b3, b4}, {b2, b5}
proximity space {t2, t3}, {b1, b3, b4, b5}, {b3, b4, b5}
closure space {b1}, {b3, b4}
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Target # target object
AllGroups # all generated groups
SOGList # list of generated SOGs

01:makeSOG()
02: SOG = []; # list of groups and symbols
03: All = getAll(); # total set
04: add(All, SOG); # add All to SOG
05: TypeList = getAllTypes(All);

# list of all object types
06: TargetType = getType(Target);

# type of the target
07: TargetSailency = saliency(TargetType);

# saliency of the target type
08: for each Type in TypeList do

# {Table, Plant, Ball}
09: if saliency(Type) ≥

TargetSaliency then
# saliency: Table > Plant > Ball

10: Group = getTypeGroup(Type);
# get the type group of Type

11: extend(SOG, Group);
12: end if
13: end for
14:return

Figure 4: Function makeSOG

3.2 Step 2: SOG generation

The next step is generating SOGs. This is so-
called content planning in natural language gen-
eration. Figure 4, Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the
algorithm of making SOGs.
Three variables Target, AllGroups, and

SOGList defined in Figure 4 are global variables.
Target holds the target object which the refer-
ring expression refers to. AllGroups holds the
set of all groups recognized in Step 1. Given
Target and AllGroups, function makeSOG
enumerates possible SOGs in the depth-first man-
ner, and stores them in SOGList.

makeSOG (Figure 4) makeSOG starts with a list
(SOG) that contains the total set of objects in the
domain. It chooses groups of objects that are more
salient than or equal to the target object and calls
function extend for each of the groups.

extend (Figure 5) Given an SOG and a group
to be added to the SOG, function extend extends
the SOG with the group for each label attached to
the group. This extension is done by creating a
copy of the given SOG and adding to its end an
intra-group relation symbol defined in Section 2.2
corresponding to the given label and group. Fi-
nally it calls search with the copy.

search (Figure 6) This function takes an SOG
as its argument. According to the last group in

01:extend(SOG, Group)
02: Labels = getLabels(Group);
03: for each Label in Labels do
04: SOGcopy = copy(SOG);

05: add(
Label−→, SOGcopy);

06: add(Group, SOGcopy);
07: search(SOGcopy);
08: end for
09:return

Figure 5: Function extend

the SOG (LastGroup), it extends the SOG as
described below.

1. If LastGroup is a singleton of the target
object, append SOG to SOGList and return.

2. If LastGroup is a singleton of a non-target
object, find the groups that contain the target
object and satisfy the following three condi-
tions: (a), (b) and (c).

(a) All objects in the group locate in
the same direction from the object of
LastGroup (the reference). Possi-
ble directions are one of “back”, “back
right”, “right”, “front right”, “front”,
“front left”, “left”, “left back” and “on”.
The direction is determined on the basis
of coordinate values of the objects, and
is assigned to the group for the use of
surface realization.

(b) There is no same type object located be-
tween the group and the reference.

(c) The group is not a total set of a certain
type of object.

Then, for each of the groups, make a copy
of the SOG, and concatenate “⇒” and the
group to the copy, and call search recur-
sively with the new SOG.

3. If LastGroup contains the target object
together with other objects, let the inter-
section of LastGroup and each group in
AllGroups be NewG, and copy the label
from each group to NewG. If NewG contains
the target object, call function extend un-
less Checked contains NewG.

4. If LastGroup contains only non-target ob-
jects, call function extend for each group
(Group) in AllGroupswhich is subsumed
by LastGroup.

Figure 7 shows the SOGs generated to refer to
object b1 in Figure 3.
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1. [{all} type−→ {t1, t2, t3} space−→ {t1} ⇒{b1}]
2. [{all} type−→ {t1, t2, t3} shape−→ {t1, t2} space−→ {t1} ⇒{b1}]
3. [{all} type−→ {b1, b2, b3, b4, b5} space−→ {b1}]
4. [{all} type−→ {b1, b2, b3, b4, b5} color−→ {b1, b2} space−→ {b1}]
5. [{all} type−→ {b1, b2, b3, b4, b5} color−→ {b1, b2} size−→ {b1}]
6. [{all} type−→ {b1, b2, b3, b4, b5} size−→ {b1, b4, b3} space−→ {b1}]
7. [{all} type−→ {b1, b2, b3, b4, b5} size−→ {b1, b4, b3} color−→ {b1}]
8. [{all} type−→ {b1, b2, b3, b4, b5} space−→ {b1, b3, b4, b5} space−→ {b1}]
9. [{all} type−→ {b1, b2, b3, b4, b5} space−→ {b1, b3, b4, b5} color−→ {b1}]
10. [{all} type−→ {b1, b2, b3, b4, b5} space−→ {b1, b3, b4, b5} size−→ {b1, b3, b4} space−→ {b1}]
11. [{all} type−→ {b1, b2, b3, b4, b5} space−→ {b1, b3, b4, b5} size−→ {b1, b3, b4} color−→ {b1}]

Figure 7: Generated SOGs from the situation in Figure 3

01:search(SOG)
02: LastGroup = getLastElement(SOG);

# get the rightmost group in SOG
03: Card = getCardinality(LastGroup);
04: if Card == 1 then
05: if containsTarget(LastGroup) then

# check if LastGroup contains
# the target

06: add(SOG, SOGList);
07: else
08: GroupList =

searchTargetGroups(LastGroup);
# find groups containing the target

09: for each Group in GroupList do
10: SOGcopy = copy(SOG);
11: add(⇒, SOGcopy);
12: add(Group, SOGcopy);
13: search(SOGcopy);
14: end for
15: end if
16: elsif containsTarget(LastGroup) then
17: Checked = [ ];
18: for each Group in AllGroups do
19: NewG = Intersect(Group, LastGroup);

# make intersection
20: Labels = getLabels(Group);
21: setLabels(Labels, NewG);

# copy labels from Group to NewG
22: if containsTarget(NewG) &

!contains(Checked, NewG) then
23: add(NewG, Checked);
24: extend(SOG, Group);
25: end if
26: end for
27: else
28: for each Group of AllGroups do
29: if contains(LastGroup, Group) then
30: extend(SOG, Group);
31: end if
32: end for
33: end if
34:return

Figure 6: Function search

3.3 Step 3: Surface realization

A referring expression is generated by determin-
istically assigning a linguistic expression to each
element in an SOG according to Rule 1 and 2.
As Japanese is a head-final language, simple con-
catenation of element expressions makes a well-
formed noun phrase1. Rule 1 generates expres-
sions for groups and Rule 2 does for relations.
Each rule consists of several subrules which are
applied in this order.

[Rule 1]: Realization of groups

Rule 1.1 The total set ({all}) is not realized.
(Funakoshi et al., 2004) collected referring
expressions from human subjects through ex-
periments and found that humans rarely men-
tioned the total set. According to their obser-
vation, we do not realize the total set.

Rule 1.2 Realize the type name for a singleton.
Type is realized as a noun and only for a sin-
gleton because the type feature is used first to
narrow down the group, and the succeeding
groups consist of the same type objects until
reaching the singleton. When the singleton is
not the last element of SOG, particle “no” is
added.

Rule 1.3 The total set of the same type objects is
not realized.
This is because the same reason as Rule 1.1.

Rule 1.4 The group followed by the relation
space−→

is realized as “[cardinality] [type] no-uti
(among)”, e.g., “futatu-no (two) tukue (desk)
no-uti (among)”. The group followed by

1Although different languages require different surface
realization rules, we presume perceptual grouping and SOG
generation (Step 1 and 2) are applicable to other languages as
well.
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the relation ⇒ is realized as “[cardinality]
[type] no”.
When consecutive groups are connected by
other than spatial relations (

space−→ and ⇒),
they can be realized as a sequence of relations
ahead of the noun (type name). For example,
expression “the red ball among big balls” can
be simplified to “the big red ball”.

Rule 1.5 Other groups are not realized.

[Rule 2]: Realization of relations

Rule 2.1 Relation
type−→ is not realized.

See Rule 1.2.
Rule 2.2 Relations

shape−→ ,
color−→ and

size−→ are real-
ized as the expressions corresponding to their
attribute values. Spatial relations (

space−→ and
⇒) are realized as follows, where |Gi| de-
notes the cardinality of Gi.

Intra-group relation (Gi
space−→ Gi+1)

If |Gi| = 2 (i.e., |Gi+1| = 1), based on the
geometric relations among objects, generate
one of four directional expressions “{migi,
hidari, temae, oku} no ({right, left, front,
back})”.
If |Gi| ≥ 3 and |Gi+1| = 1, based on the
geometric relations among objects, generate
one of eight directional expressions “itiban
{migi, hidari, temae, oku, migi temae, hi-
dari temae, migi oku, hidari oku} no ({right,
left, front, back, front right, front left, back
right, back left}-most)” if applicable. If none
of these expressions is applicable, generate
expression “mannaka no (middle)” if appli-
cable. Otherwise, generate one of four ex-
pressions “{hidari, migi, temae, oku} kara
j-banme no (j-th from {left, right, front,
back})”.
If |Gi+1| ≥ 2, based on the geometric rela-
tions among objects, generate one of eight di-
rectional expressions “{migi, hidari, temae,
oku, migi temae, hidari temae, migi oku, hi-
dari oku} no ({right, left, front, back, front
right, front left, back right, back left})”.

Inter-group relation (Gi ⇒Gi+1)
|Gi| = 1 should hold because of search
in Step 2. According to the direction as-
signed by search, generate one of nine ex-
pressions : “{migi, hidari, temae, oku, migi
temae, hidari temaen, migi oku, hidari oku,
ue} no ({right, left, front, back, front right,
front left, back right, back left, on})”.

Figure 8 shows the expressions generated from
the first three SOGs shown in Figure 7. The num-
bers in the parentheses denote coindexes of frag-
ments between the SOGs and the realized expres-
sions.

3.4 Step 4: Scoring

We assign a score to each expression by taking into
account the relations used in the expression, and
the length of the expression.
First we assign a cost ranging over [0, 1] to each

relation in the given SOG. Costs of relations are
decided as below. These costs conform to the pri-
orities of features described in (Dale and Reiter,
1995).

type−→ : No cost (to be neglected)
shape−→ : 0.2
color−→ : 0.4
size−→ : big(est): 0.6, small(est): 0.8, middle: 1.0
space−→ ,⇒ : Cost functions are defined according to the

potential functions proposed in (Tokunaga
et al., 2005). The cost for relation “on” is
fixed to 0.

Then, the average cost of the relations is calcu-
lated to obtain the relation cost, Crel . The cost of
surface length (Clen ) is calculated by

Clen =
length(expression)

maxi length(expressioni)
,

where the length of an expression is measured by
the number of characters.
Using these costs, the score of an expression is

calculated by

score =
1

α× Crel + (1− α)× Clen
.

α was set to 0.5 in the following experiments.

4 Evaluation

4.1 Experiments

We conducted two experiments to evaluate expres-
sions generated by the proposed method.
Both experiments used the same 18 subjects and

the same 20 object arrangements which were gen-
erated automatically. For each arrangement, all
factors (number of objects, positions of objects, at-
tributes of objects, and the target object) were ran-
domly decided in advance to conform to the fol-
lowing conditions: (1) the proposed method can
generate more than five expressions for the given
target and (2) more than two other objects exist
which are the same type as the target.
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1. SOG: [{all} type−→ {t1, t2, t3} space−→(1) {t1}(2) ⇒(3) {b1}(4)]
itiban hidari no(1) tukue no(2) ue no(3) tama(4) (the ball(4) on(3) the leftmost(1) table(2))

2. SOG: [{all} type−→ {t1, t2, t3} shape−→ (1) {t1, t2}(2) space−→(3) {t1}(4) ⇒(5) {b1}(6)]
marui(1) futatu no tukue no uti(2) hidari no(3) tukue no(4) ue no(5) tama(6)

(the ball(6) on(5) the left(3) table(4) among(2) the round(1) two tables(2))

3. SOG: [{all} type−→ {b1, b2, b3, b4, b5} space−→(1) {b1}(2)]
itiban hidari no(1) tama(2) (the leftmost(1) ball(2))

Figure 8: Realized expressions

第20問

20/20

「一番手前の玉」

t1

b3

b1
b4

t2

p1b2

Figure 9: An example stimulus of Experiment 1

Experiment 1 Experiment 1 was designed to
evaluate the ability of expressions to identify the
targets. The subjects were presented an arrange-
ment with a generated referring expression which
gained the highest score at a time, and were in-
structed to choose the object referred to by the ex-
pression. Figure 9 is an example of visual stimuli
used in Experiment 1. Each subject responded to
all 20 arrangements.

Experiment 2 Experiment 2 was designed to
evaluate validity of the scoring function described
in Section 3.4. The subjects were presented an
arrangement with a marked target together with
the best five generated expressions referring to the
target at a time. Then the subjects were asked
to choose the best one from the five expressions.
Figure 10 is an example of visual stimuli used in
Experiment 2. Each subject responded to the all
20 arrangements. The expressions used in Experi-
ment 2 include those used in Experiment 1.

4.2 Results

Table 1 shows the results of Experiment 1. The
average accuracy of target identification is 95%.

Figure 10: An example stimulus of Experiment 2

This shows a good performance of the generation
algorithm proposed in this paper.
The expression generated for arrangement

No. 20 (shown in Figure 9) resulted in the excep-
tionally poor accuracy. To refer to object b1, our
algorithm generated expression “itiban temae no
tama (the most front ball)” because b1 is the most
close object to person P in terms of the vertical
axis. Humans, however, chose the object that is the
closest to P in terms of Euclidean distance. Some
psychological investigation is necessary to build
a more precise geometrical calculation model to
solve this problem (Landragin et al., 2001).
Table 2 shows the results of Experiment 2. The

first row shows the rank of expressions based on
their score. The second row shows the count of hu-
man votes for the expression. The third row shows
the ratio of the votes. The top two expressions oc-
cupy 72% of the total. This concludes that our
scoring function works well.

5 Conclusion

This paper extended the SOG representation pro-
posed in (Funakoshi et al., 2004) to generate refer-
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Table 1: Result of Experiment 1
Arrangement No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Accuracy 0.89 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.94 1.0 1.0

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 Ave.
1.0 0.94 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.17 0.95

Table 2: Result of Experiment 2
Rank 1 2 3 4 5 Total
Vote 134 125 59 22 20 360
Share 0.37 0.35 0.16 0.06 0.06 1

ring expressions in more general situations.
The proposed method was implemented and

evaluated through two psychological experiments
using 18 subjects. The experiments showed that
generated expressions had enough discrimination
ability and that the scoring function conforms to
human preference well.
The proposed method would be able to handle

other attributes and relations as far as they can be
represented in terms of features as described in
section 3. Corresponding surface realization rules
might be added in that case.
In the implementation, we introduced rather ad

hoc parameters, particularly in the scoring func-
tion. Although this worked well in our experi-
ments, further psychological validation is indis-
pensable.
This paper assumed a fixed reference frame is

shared by all participants in a situation. How-
ever, when we apply our method to conversational
agent systems, e.g., (Tanaka et al., 2004), refer-
ence frames change dynamically and they must
be properly determined each time when generat-
ing referring expressions.
In this paper, we focused on two dimensional

situations. To apply our method to three dimen-
sional worlds, more investigation on human per-
ception of spatial relations are required. We ac-
knowledge that a simple application of the current
method does not work well enough in three dimen-
sional worlds.
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